
Hi everyone.  Hope you and your families enjoyed 
the Holidays.  All is well here.  Recently completed 
“Sweet Rides” – the latest in toy car-themed 
paintings.  Been drawing a bunch.  And, have a few 
large pieces in the works that I’m excited about.  
Look forward to sharing them with you.  Wishing you 
a happy and prosperous 2010.

Steve Scheuring
Steve@SteveScheuringFineArt.com
610-689-4090
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““““Sweet RidesSweet RidesSweet RidesSweet Rides”””” is Completeis Completeis Completeis Complete

The latest in my toy-themed paintings is finished, 
“Sweet Rides.” This painting, like “Crash” and 
“Jam” features an arrangement of toy cars.  All the 
cars in this painting have something to do with 
sweets – candy, ice cream, cereal, etc.  Had fun 
painting this one – loved the nostalgia of the 
neighborhood ice cream truck.  “Sweet Rides” is 
24” X 36” and is available as a signed, numbered 
limited edition giclée print on canvas.  Please 
look for more information in the Giclée section of 
the Artwork page on the website.

Update

Steve Passes The 100 MarkSteve Passes The 100 MarkSteve Passes The 100 MarkSteve Passes The 100 Mark
I’ve recently started another large-scale toy-
themed painting – this one ties the themes of all 
the other toy paintings together.  The working 
title for the painting is “Fitting In” and features a 
number of nostalgic toys and ones with personal 
meaning.  This arrangement includes Star Wars 
figures, Mr. Potatohead, various superheroes like 
Wolverine and Spiderman, Rock’em Sock’em
Robots, Barbie dolls, a James Brown doll (had to 
figure out a way to shoehorn “The Godfather of 
Soul” into one of my paintings), various 
dinosaurs, toy soldiers, Hot Wheel cars, and a 
slew of others.  This new painting will be 3’ X 4’
and will ultimately be available as a limited 
edition giclée.  Please look to the website to view 
progress of this painting.

There are now over 100 unique paintings and 
drawings created by Steve on view at the website, 
many of which are for sale.  There are 4 categories 
of art on the site.  1) Framed artwork – these are 
original oil paintings or giclées already framed and 
available for purchase.  2) Giclées – this section 
houses the majority of Steve’s work.  In this 
section, artwork is available for sale as signed, 
numbered limited edition prints.  3) Original oil 
paintings – this section has one-of-a-kind oil 
paintings available for sale.  And, 4) Private 
collection contains paintings and pencil drawings 
that have not been released for sale.  That doesn’t 
mean they’re not available – please inquire.  To 
view a painting, simply click on the thumbnail.  To 
read about the painting, click on the information 
tab at the top of each photo.
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Have recently completed a number of large works –
“A Pile of Soldiers”, “Crash”, “Jam”, and, most 
recently, “Sweet Rides.” I’ve recently started another 
very large painting with a similar theme.  But, after 
completing one of the larger, more complex pieces, I 
feel the need to loosen up a bit and polish off the 
drawing skills.  Have added to the Parade series of 
drawings with 5 more.  Two feature interesting 
participants in a 4th of July bar crawl at the Jersey 
Shore (The Evel Knievel-looking guy on the left and
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the couple on the right).  And three others feature 
participants in a parade in New York City (the two in 
the middle and large one on the bottom).  All of the 
Parade colored pencil drawings are studies for a 
large-scale painting I plan on starting next year.  To 
learn more about this series or see additional Parade 
drawings, visit the Private Collection on the Artwork 
section of SteveScheuringFineArt.com


